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Abstract
We present the discovery of KELT-22Ab, a hot Jupiter from the KELT-South survey. KELT-22Ab transits the
moderately bright (V∼11.1) Sun-like G2V star TYC 7518-468-1. The planet has an orbital period of =P
1.3866529 0.0000027 days, a radius of = -+R R1.285P J0.0710.12 , and a relatively large mass of = -+M M3.47P J0.140.15 .
The star has  = -+ R R1.099 0.0460.079 ,  = -+ M M1.092 0.0410.045 , = -+T 5767eff 4950 K,  = -+glog 4.393 0.0600.039 (cgs), and
[m/H]=+ -+0.259 0.0830.085; thus other than its slightly super-solar metallicity, it appears to be a near-solar twin.
Surprisingly, KELT-22A exhibits kinematics and a Galactic orbit that are somewhat atypical for thin-disk stars.
Nevertheless, the star is rotating rapidly for its estimated age, and shows evidence of chromospheric activity.
Imaging reveals a slightly fainter companion to KELT-22A that is likely bound, with a projected separation of
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6″ (∼1400 au). In addition to the orbital motion caused by the transiting planet, we detect a possible linear trend
in the radial velocity of KELT-22A, suggesting the presence of another relatively nearby body that is perhaps
non-stellar. KELT-22Ab is highly irradiated (as a consequence of the small semimajor axis of  =a R 4.97), and is
mildly inﬂated. At such small separations, tidal forces become signiﬁcant. The conﬁguration of this system is
optimal for measuring the rate of tidal dissipation within the host star. Our models predict that, due to tidal forces,
the semimajor axis is decreasing rapidly, and KELT-22Ab is predicted to spiral into the star within the next Gyr.
Key words: methods: observational – planets and satellites: detection – planets and satellites: gaseous planets –
techniques: photometric – techniques: radial velocities – techniques: spectroscopic
Supporting material: data behind ﬁgures
1. Introduction
A large and rapidly increasing number of transiting
exoplanets have been discovered in the recent years. The
remarkable growth of this ﬁeld was initially propelled by
photometric ground-based surveys, such as HATNet (Bakos
et al. 2004), SuperWASP (Pollacco et al. 2006), XO
(McCullough et al. 2005), TrES (Alonso et al. 2004), MEarth
(Nutzman et al. 2009; Berta et al. 2012), TRAPPIST (Gillon
et al. 2017), and the Qatar Exoplanet Survey (Alsubai et al.
2013). Space-based missions, including CoRoT (Baglin
et al. 2006), Kepler (Borucki et al. 2010), and K2 (Howell
et al. 2014) have been exceptionally successful, discovering
a wealth of planets and revealing that compact systems
including small planets are common. The exoplanets that
have been discovered are incredibly diverse, with many
planets being unlike anything seen in the solar system. Such a
wide range of planetary properties and system architectures
provides an interesting challenge to theories that attempt to
describe how planetary systems form, and how they have
evolved into the conﬁgurations that we see today.
The parameter space of exoplanet systems is becoming
increasingly populated as new discoveries are made. Ground-
based transit surveys are well suited to identifying large, short-
period gas-giant planets. These so-called “hot Jupiters”
typically have masses 0.25 MJ , radii between ∼1–2 RJ , and
orbital periods 10 days. Statistical studies of planetary
populations have revealed that this class of planet is inherently
rare, with only about 1% of Sun-like stars estimated to host a
hot Jupiter (Wright et al. 2012).
The existence of hot Jupiters provides a unique challenge
and a valuable diagnostic for theories that describe how
planetary systems form and evolve. Broadly speaking, hot
Jupiters were either formed at or near their current orbital
conﬁguration, or were formed farther out and then migrated
inward (Dawson & Johnson 2018). The processes by which a
planetary system is formed and the physics that dictate its
further evolution are becoming increasingly constrained as
knowledge of planetary parameters improves and as better
population statistics are derived from observational data. It is
therefore important to discover and study exoplanets across a
wide range of parameter space.
Understanding the properties of gas giants is an integral part
of exoplanet science, particularly since they often dominate the
mass and angular momentum budget of a planetary system.
Although intrinsically rare, hot Jupiters are ideal targets for
detailed characterization studies, especially when their host star
is bright. The radius and mass of hot Jupiters can be measured
with relatively high precision, revealing their bulk density. The
atmospheric composition of these planets can be studied
through transmission spectroscopy, where stellar light that
passes through the planetary atmosphere during a transit is
studied, revealing information about the atmosphere. Measur-
ing orbital phase curves and secondary eclipses of hot Jupiters
provides information about the albedo and global weather
patterns for these highly irradiated planets. The physics of tidal
interactions between host star and planet are amenable to study
with close-in, massive planets. In addition to the scientiﬁc
value of characterizing hot Jupiters, these endeavors serve the
future of the ﬁeld, as techniques are reﬁned and technical
challenges are addressed that push toward the ability to
characterize smaller and more temperate worlds.
The Kilodegree Extremely Little Telescope (KELT) survey
comprises two similar telescopes. KELT-North (Pepper et al.
2007) is located at Winer Observatory in Sonoita, Arizona, and
KELT-South (Pepper et al. 2012) is situated at the South
African Astronomical Observatory in Sutherland, South Africa.
Both telescopes have a 42 mm aperture, a 26°×26° ﬁeld of
view, and a pixel scale of 23″. The KELT survey is designed to
detect giant transiting exoplanets, with optimal precision
(1%) for stars between 8 V11. The planetary systems
discovered with KELT are particularly well suited for detailed
characterization studies.
Here, we present the discovery of KELT-22Ab, a massive
hot Jupiter on a short P=1.39 day orbit, transiting a Sun-like
star, but metal-rich and with unusual kinematics, with a spectral
type of G2 and a brightness of V=11.1 mag.
In Section 2 we describe the survey data used to discover,
and the follow-up observations used to conﬁrm, KELT-22Ab.
Section 3 presents properties of the host star. We use
information from the literature and spectroscopically derived
stellar parameters, along with various models, to put the system
into context. The results of our global ﬁt are shown in
Section 4, and our false-positive analysis is explained in
Section 5. We further discuss interesting aspects of the KELT-
22 system in Section 6, and conclude with Section 7.
2. Discovery and Follow-up Observations
2.1. KELT-South Observations and Photometry
The star TYC 7518-468-1 (hereafter KELT-22A) was
observed by the KELT-South telescope, in KELT-South Field
32 (KS32), the J2000 central coordinates of which are α=0h
4m 4 8δ=−29° 49′ 58″8. This ﬁeld was also the original
commissioning ﬁeld of the KELT-South telescope, which was
later included as a ﬁeld in normal telescope operation.
Commissioning data were taken between UT 2009 September
16 and UT 2009 December 30, where the ﬁeld was observed
2294 times. During normal science operation between UT 2011
August 24 and UT 2015 December 28, 2918 images were
taken, for a total of 5212 observations (commissioning +
normal science operation). After our standard data reduction
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routine, which includes removal of outliers and systematic and
long-term trends, 5049 observations remain. These were
analyzed, revealing a candidate transit signal with a period of
1.3866536 days and a depth of ∼0.7%. The procedures for our
data reduction and analysis, and candidate selection, are
described in Kuhn et al. (2016). The discovery light curve,
phased to the recovered period, is shown in Figure 1.
2.2. Photometric Time-series Follow-up
After identifying the candidate transit signal in the photo-
metry from the KELT-South telescope, we then obtained
follow-up observations with the KELT Follow-Up Network
(KELT-FUN; Collins et al. 2018). These relatively high-
cadence, high-precision observations with larger telescopes
allow us to reject various false-positive scenarios (e.g., a
blended eclipsing binary) and serve to more precisely measure
the depth, shape, and ephemeris of the transit event. The Tapir
software package (Jensen 2013) was used to schedule the
follow-up observations. The images were then reduced with the
AstroImageJ (AIJ) software package43 (Collins & Kielkopf
2013; Collins et al. 2017). A total of 11 transits (5 full and 6
partial) were observed between 2015 August and 2017
December. However, only the four highest-quality observations
were included in our global ﬁt, and are shown in Figure 2. The
remaining seven light curves were consistent with a transit at
the predicted ephemeris, but were not included in the global ﬁt
due to various issues (namely systematic effects and high
photometric scatter).
KELT-22A has a close stellar companion, CCDM J23367-
3437B (hereafter referred to as KELT-22B), that lies 6 1 to the
southeast, and is about 0.45 mag fainter in the J band. These
two sources are completely blended in the aperture used by
KELT. After ruling out nearby eclipsing binaries (EBs) as the
cause of the signal, an important aspect of our follow-up
observations is to determine which of these two sources is
actually being eclipsed. This was done by carefully placing
small apertures around KELT-22A and KELT-22B separately
in our follow-up photometry, and then extracting a light curve
for each source. In each reduction of data done in this manner,
an event is seen in KELT-22A, and no variability is seen in
KELT-22B. Our analysis of radial velocity data corroborates
this conclusion. However, light curves extracted this way are
noisy, and are of insufﬁcient quality for detailed analysis. We
proceed by placing an aperture around both sources, extracting
a light curve for their combined ﬂux, and ﬁnally correcting for
the ﬂux contamination of the companion.
With this approach, it is necessary to properly account for
the ﬂux from KELT-22B when determining the parameters of
the KELT-22A system (e.g., Ciardi et al. 2015; Siverd et al.
2018). This “deblending” procedure is described in more detail
in Section 4. The light curves shown in Figure 2 have been
corrected in this fashion. Prior to the deblending process, transit
depths are about a factor of 1.5 smaller.
In the following sub-sections, we describe the facilities that
observed a transit of KELT-22A that resulted in a light curve of
sufﬁcient quality to incorporate into our global ﬁt. We note that
additional light curves from Hazelwood Observatory, PEST
Observatory, and the MINERVA telescope array assisted in our
conﬁrmation of this as a genuine exoplanet system.
2.2.1. Mt. John Observatory
Mt. John Observatory is afﬁliated with the University of
Canterbury, and is located in Lake Tekapo, New Zealand. The
observatory employs a 0.61 m telescope with a 14′×14′ ﬁeld
of view. KELT-22A was observed at Mt. John Observatory on
UT 2015 August 26 using a Cousins V ﬁlter. This observation
covers from approximately the onset of ingress to two hours
past egress.
2.2.2. El Sauce Observatory
El Sauce Observatory is located near La Serena, Chile. The
0.356 m telescope has an 18 5×12 3ﬁeld of view. A full
transit was covered on UT 2017 October 22 in a Cousins R
ﬁlter, with about one hour each of pre-ingress and post-egress
baseline.
2.2.3. Las Cumbres Observatory (LCO)
The transit on UT 2017 December 18 was observed with two
of the LCO telescopes concurrently, one in SDSS i’ and the
other in Cousins I. Two 1 m telescopes located at the Cerro
Tololo Inter-American Observatory (CTIO) in Cerro Tololo,
Chile were used. The 1 m LCO telescopes at CTIO have a 4
K×4 K Sinistro detector with a 26′×26′ﬁeld of view and a
pixel scale of 0 389 per pixel.
2.3. Spectroscopic Follow-up
Spectroscopic observations of KELT-22A were obtained in
order to measure the stellar parameters and its RV orbit. The
relatively larger telescope apertures used for our spectroscopic
observations resolve KELT-22A and KELT-22B, so the spectra
are not contaminated by light from the neighboring source.
2.3.1. Australia National University (ANU) 2.3 m
To approximately measure the stellar parameters of KELT-
22A and to place initial constraints on the dynamical mass of
the orbiting body, we obtained reconnaissance spectroscopy
with the WiFeS spectrograph mounted on the 2.3 m ANU
telescope at Siding Spring Observatory (Dopita et al. 2007).
WiFeS is an optical dual-beam, image-slicing integral ﬁeld-
spectrograph. The design of the instrument allows us to extract
a spectrum for both KELT-22A and KELT-22B from a single
exposure. More information about the observing strategy and
data reduction procedure is outlined in Bayliss et al. (2013).
Figure 1. Discovery light curve for KELT-22A using 5049 observations from
the KELT-South telescope phase-folded on the discovery period of
1.3866536 days.The red points are the data binned on a 5 minute timescale.
The data used to create this ﬁgure are available.
43 http://www.astro.louisville.edu/software/astroimagej/
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KELT-22A was ﬁrst observed at a low resolution
(R∼3000) in the 3500–6000Årange, allowing us to conclude
that KELT-22A is a dwarf star suitable for further follow-up
observations. We simultaneously ﬁnd that KELT-22B is also a
dwarf, but of a comparatively later spectral type. The system
was then observed four more times at a medium resolution
(R∼7000) in the range of 5500–9000Åfor the purpose of
measuring the radial velocity at a low precision sufﬁcient for
detecting an RV signal caused by a stellar-mass companion;
however, we note that the radial velocity precision is
insufﬁcient to measure the RV signal caused by a planetary-
mass companion.
2.3.2. TRES at FLWO
We obtained 11 spectra of KELT-22A with the Tillinghast
Reﬂector Échelle Spectrograph (TRES; Szentgyorgyi &
Fűrész 2007; Fűrész et al. 2008) on the 1.5 m telescope at
the Fred Lawrence Whipple Observatory in Arizona. TRES is a
ﬁber-fed échelle spectrograph (with a 2 3 ﬁber), covering
wavelengths between 3900 and 9100Å, with a resolution of
R∼44000. KELT-22A was observed with TRES 11 times
between UT 2017 September 26 and UT 2017 November 22.
From these spectra we determine the RV orbit of the system in
the same manner as Buchhave et al. (2010). The wavelength
solutions are derived from Th–Ar hollow cathode lamp
exposures that bracket each object spectrum. Radial velocities
are obtained by cross-correlating multiple échelle orders of
each spectrum, which are then weighted and combined, relative
to the highest-quality observation, which is used as the
template in the this analysis. The systemic velocity was
derived from the single-order correlations of the Mg b order
against a library of synthetic spectra generated using the
Kurucz (1992) atmosphere models and with the zero-point
calculated using observations of IAU RV standard stars.
We also use these spectra to determine stellar properties,
described in Section 3. Bisector spans (BSs) were also
calculated, following the prescription of Buchhave et al.
(2010).
2.4. High-contrast Imaging
As part of our standard process for validating transiting
exoplanets, we observed KELT-22A with infrared high-
resolution adaptive optics (AO) imaging at Keck Observatory.
The Keck Observatory observations were made with the
NIRC2 instrument on Keck II behind the natural guide star AO
system. The observations were made on UT 2017Decem-
ber07 in the narrowband Br− γ ﬁlter (l =◦ 2.1686 μm,lD = 0.0326 μm) in the standard 3-point dither pattern that
is used with NIRC2 to avoid the left lower quadrant of the
detector, which is typically noisier than the other three
quadrants. The dither pattern step size was 3″ and was repeated
three times, with each dither offset from the previous dither by
0. 5. The observations utilized an integration time of 10
seconds with one co-add per frame for a total of 90 seconds.
The camera was in the narrow-angle mode with a full ﬁeld of
view of 10″ and a pixel scale of 0 009942 per pixel. We use
the dithered images to remove sky background and dark
current, and then align, ﬂat-ﬁeld, and stack the individual
images. The NIRC2 AO data have a resolution of
0 049 (FWHM).
As noted in Section 2.2, there is a stellar companion to the
southeast of the primary star that is easily detected in Keck
imaging (see Figure 3), as well as from 2MASS imaging. The
primary star’s infrared 2MASS colors are consistent with the
spectral type derived from the spectral energy distribution ﬁt
(Section 3.2) and the spectroscopic analysis that the star is a G2
main-sequence star (Section 3.1). The companion star is
approximately 0.4 mag fainter than the primary star in the
infrared and has colors that are consistent with the star being a
late G-type or early K-type main-sequence star (see Figure 4).
Given the location of the stars in the color–magnitude diagram,
the companion star cannot be a background or foreground star
that is highly attenuated by dust along the line of sight. As
such, the companion star, KELT-22B, must be at a distance
similar to that of KELT-22A. The Gaia DR2 parallax values
for KELT-22A and KELT-22B are consistent to within the
reported error, further evidencing their common distance.
The 2MASS, NIRC2, and Gaia imaging data span ∼20
years, and all show consistent values for the projected
separation (6 1) and position angle (110°) between KELT-
22A and KELT-22B. At a distance of ∼230 pc (from Gaia, see
Figure 2. Top: transit light curves of KELT-22Ab from the KELT Follow-Up
Network, after correcting for the contaminating ﬂux from KELT-22B. The red
line represents the best-ﬁt model from the global ﬁt in that photometric band.
Each light curve is offset vertically by an arbitrary amount for clarity. Bottom:
all follow-up transits combined into one light curve (gray) and a 5 minute
binned light curve (black). The red line is the combined and binned models for
each transit. We emphasize that the combined light curve is only for display
purposes; the individual transit light curves were used in our analysis. The data
used to create this ﬁgure are available.
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Table 1), the projected separation of the two stars is ∼1400 au,
which corresponds to a ∼50,000 year orbital period for the
stars (assuming they are bound). This lies comfortably within
the stellar companion orbital period distribution for nearby stars
(Raghavan et al. 2010). At such a long orbital period, the
projected orbital motion from the 1999 2MASS epoch to the
2017 Keck epoch should only be ∼0.04% of the entire orbit.
The lack of any apparent relative motion is consistent with the
two stars being bound. Indeed, Gaia DR2 proper motions
for both components are the same to within 0.5 mas yr−1 (see
Section 3.4).
Figure 3. Keck II image from the NIRC2 instrument showing KELT-22A
(center) and KELT-22B to the southeast. No other contaminating sources are
evident.
Figure 4. 2MASS color–color diagram for KELT-22A (lower black point) and
KELT-22B (upper black point), as in Ciardi et al.(2011).The green hashed area
denotes the main sequence, while the blue hashed area shows the giant branch.
The red hashed region is where L-dwarfs are found. Diagonal lines trace the
reddening zone for typical galactic interstellar extinction (R=3.1). The SED
analysis presented in Section 3.2 gives a low reddening value that is consistent
with zero.
Table 1
Stellar Properties for KELT-22A
Other Names
TYC 7518-468-1
2MASS J23364036-3436404
TIC 77031414
Parameter Description Value Ref.
αJ2000 R.A. 23
h36m40 325 1
dJ2000 Decl. −34°36′40 42 1
NUV GALEX NUV mag. 16.810±0.020 2
BT Tycho BT mag. 12.998±0.293 1
VT Tycho VT mag. 11.314±0.097 1
B APASS Johnson
B mag.
11.838±0.011 3a
V APASS Johnson
V mag.
11.102±0.034 3a
¢g APASS Sloan ¢g mag. 11.426±0.014 3a
¢r APASS Sloan ¢r mag. 10.913±0.036 3a
¢i APASS Sloan ¢i mag. 10.792±0.061 3a
J 2MASS J mag. 10.374±0.050 4
H 2MASS H mag. 10.084±0.070 4
K 2MASS K mag. 10.002±0.050 4
WISE1 WISE1 mag. 9.960±0.030 5
WISE2 WISE2 mag. 9.980±0.028 5
WISE3 WISE3 mag. 9.993±0.057 5
WISE4 WISE4 mag. 8.456 5
ma Gaia DR2 proper
motion
87.963±0.061 6
in RA (mas yr−1)
md Gaia DR2 proper
motion
−8.556±0.057 6
in Dec (mas yr−1)
Π Gaia DR2 Paral-
lax (mas)
4.3456±0.0325 6b
d Gaia-inferred dis-
tance (pc)
230.1±7.8 Section 3.4
RV Systemic radial −7.81±0.1 Section 3.1.2
velocity (km s−1)
v Isin Stellar rotational 7.9±0.5 Section 3.1
velocity (km s−1)
Teff Stellar effective -+5767 4950 Section 4.2
temperature (K)
glog Stellar surface grav-
ity (cgs)
-+4.393 0.0600.039 Section 4.2
[m/H] Stellar metallicity (dex) -+0.259 0.0830.085 Section 4.2
Sp. Type G2 Section 3.1
AV Visual extinction (mag) -+0.00 0.000.03 Section 3.2
Age Age (Gyr) 1.5–5.0 Section 3.3
U Space motion (km s−1) −69.6±0.6 Section 3.4
V Space motion (km s−1) −33.9±0.3 Section 3.4
W Space motion (km s−1) −25.5±0.3 Section 3.4
Notes. References are as follows: (1) Fabricius et al. (2002), (2) Bianchi et al.
(2011), (3) Henden et al. (2015), (4) Cutri et al. (2003), (5) Cutri et al. (2013),
(6) Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018) Gaia DR2 http://gea.esac.esa.int/archive,
(7) Astraatmadja & Bailer-Jones (2016), using the Milky Way model.
a APASS broadband photometry for KELT-22A is likely contaminated with
ﬂux from KELT-22B, as these values are systematically brighter than expected.
b Value after correcting for the systematic offset of −82μas as described in
Stassun & Torres (2018).
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The AO imaging does not reveal any additional stellar
components associated with KELT-22A, to within the limits of
the data. The 5σ sensitivities of the AO data shown in the
contrast curve in Figure 5 were determined by injecting fake
sources into the ﬁnal combined images with separations from
the primary targets in integer multiples of the central source’s
FWHM (Furlan et al. 2017; Ciardi et al. 2018; Siverd et al.
2018). No sources outside of 0 2 are detected down to a
contrast of Δ =g-mag 6Br , and nothing down to Δ
=g-mag 8Br is detected past ∼0 5. We also note that only
one set of lines is detected in our spectra of KELT-22A.
Besides the neighbor at 6 1 separation, there is no evidence for
a close stellar companion to KELT-22A.
3. Host Star Properties
Table 1 lists various properties and measurements of KELT-
22A. These properties come from the literature and this work.
3.1. Spectral Analysis
We ﬁrst obtained low-resolution and medium-resolution
spectra of KELT-22A and KELT-22B to rule out the possibility
of a stellar-mass companion causing the photometric signal.
Detecting no large RV variations in either star, we then acquire
spectra of KELT-22A at a higher resolution to measure the RV
signal induced by the planet KELT-22Ab, and to estimate
stellar properties.
3.1.1. WiFeS Spectroscopy
Our four WiFeS observations by which reconnaissance RVs
were measured were spaced over the orbital period, as
determined from the photometry. No RV signal was found
above the uncertainty of a few km s−1, ruling out the possibility
of a stellar-mass companion orbiting KELT-22A at the
photometric period. From the same exposures, RV measure-
ments of KELT-22B were found to be ﬂat within the
measurement error. We also compare the absolute RV of both
KELT-22A and its companion, and ﬁnd them to be consistent
within measurement errors, which is expected if they are
bound. These absolute RV measurements from our four WiFeS
spectra are in agreement with the systemic RV measured for
KELT-22A from the higher-resolution spectra described in
Section 3.1.2.
3.1.2. TRES Spectroscopy
We estimate some physical properties of KELT-22A using
the TRES spectra. These spectra were analyzed using the
Stellar Parameter Classiﬁcation (SPC) procedure of Buchhave
et al. (2012). We run the SPC procedure without ﬁxing any
parameters, and take the error-weighted mean value for each
stellar parameter. This gives a value for the effective
temperature of Teff =5771±50 K, a surface gravity of glog
=4.49±0.1 cm s−2, metallicity of [ ]m H =0.26±0.08,
and a projected equatorial rotational velocity of v Isin
=7.9±0.5 km s−1. This is consistent with a spectral type
of G2V.
Our RV measurements from TRES are reported in Table 2
along with the corresponding BSs, which are included as part
of the false-positive analysis presented in Section 5. These RVs
are consistent with the ephemeris determined from our
photometric data and are plotted in the upper panel of
Figure 6, along with the best-ﬁt model (after subtracting off a
Figure 5. Contrast sensitivity at the 5σ level and inset image of KELT-22A in
Br − γ as observed with the NIRC2 camera at Keck Observatory. No
additional sources are apparent within the limits of the data.
Table 2
Relative Radial Velocity and Bisector Span Variation Measurements of KELT-
22A from TRES Spectra
BJD RV σRV BS σBS
(m s−1) (m s−1) (m s−1) (m s−1)
2458022.80169 −632 45 53 23
2458038.76176 515 52 87 30
2458056.72000 541 48 −14 31
2458060.67554 210 77 −230 49
2458063.67870 494 44 −89 33
2458064.68310 −59 47 −42 57
2458068.68726 −525 60 89 35
2458069.68318 −518 58 52 28
2458070.67870 344 36 38 37
2458071.66350 0.0 52 60 28
2458079.63865 −725 57 −4 24
Figure 6. Top: the TRES RV measurements (black) of KELT-22A with the
best-ﬁt model shown in red. Bottom: the same measurements and model (after
subtracting the linear trend and constant offset), phased to the orbital period.
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constant offset and a linear trend), with residuals shown
immediately below. The RV semi-amplitude is = K 592 20
m s−1. In addition to the oscillatory RV signal in KELT-22A
caused by the planetary orbit, there is evidence for a linear
trend of- -+2.06 0.910.93m s−1 day−1 at low signiﬁcance. From the
RV signal, we ﬁnd a minimum mass for the planet of M isinP
= -+3.46 0.140.15MJ . RV data phased to the orbital period and the
best-ﬁt model and residuals are shown in the lower panel of
Figure 6. The systemic RV of the KELT-22A system is
−7.81±0.1 km s−1.
3.2. SED Analysis
We performed a ﬁt to the broadband spectral energy
distribution (SED) of KELT-22A as an additional constraint
on the stellar parameters in the global system ﬁt. We assembled
the available broadband photometry from the literature
(Table 1), with measurements spanning over the wavelength
range 0.2–10 μm (Figure 7). The high-resolution imaging (see
Section 2.4) conﬁrms a nearby companion star that is
sufﬁciently well separated from KELT-22A that it should not
contaminate the broadband photometry from most catalogs. We
were careful to use only broadband ﬂux values from catalogs
where these two sources are clearly resolved. For example,
APASS photometry for KELT-22A is likely contaminated by
ﬂux from KELT-22B, and is therefore not included in the SED
ﬁt. We ﬁt SEDs to both components, assuming (for the
purposes of the ﬁt) the same AV and distance for both.
We ﬁtted the SED numerically in multiple steps. First, we ﬁt
a single Kurucz stellar atmosphere model (Kurucz 1992) to the
broadband photometry of the bright primary star using the
spectroscopic parameters Teff , glog , and [ ]Fe H from
Section 3.1 as an initial guess, and the distance inferred from
the measured Gaia parallax. The free parameters of the ﬁt were
the reddening (AV) and the overall ﬂux normalization. The
reddening used a standard Cardelli interstellar reddening law
(Cardelli et al. 1989) applied to the stellar model, restricted to
the maximum permitted value to the full line of sight extinction
from Schlegel et al. (1998). The model bandpass-integrated
ﬂuxes in each band were compared to the observed ﬂuxes, and
χ2 was calculated based on the observed photometric errors.
Next, we introduced a second Kurucz stellar model for KELT-
22B. We used the same procedure, except we allowed Teff for
KELT-22B to be a free parameter. We iterated the ﬁt of KELT-
22B with the ﬁt of KELT-22A, adjusting the AV between each
iteration until the best ﬁts for both stars shared the same AV.
The ﬁnal χ2 represents the goodness of ﬁt of all of the
measurements (for both stars) and accounting for the number of
free ﬁt parameters.
The best ﬁt is shown in Figure 7, and ignoring the GALEX
NUV passband that shows an excess indicative of moderate
chromospheric activity,44 it has a reduced χ2 of 3.3. We ﬁnd
for KELT-22A a best ﬁt = -+A 0.00V 0.000.03. We can integrate the
best-ﬁt SED to obtain the (unextincted) bolometric ﬂux at
Earth: = ´-+ -F 6.73 10bol 0.450.48 10 ergs−1cm−2. With the Gaia
DR2 parallax and the adopted Teff , this then allows a measure
of the stellar radius, including the −82μas offset in the Gaia
DR2 parallax suggested in the literature (see, e.g., Stassun &
Torres 2018):  = R 1.04 0.04 R . This empirical R is
consistent with the value found from the global model
described in Section 4.2.
Finally, we use our two-component SED ﬁt (Figure 7) to
assess the degree to which our KELT-22A planet transit model
is affected by ﬂux contamination from the neighboring
companion, considering that both stars are contained within a
single KELT pixel, and all of our follow-up photometry was
reduced using an aperture that includes both stars. Taking the
ratio of ﬂuxes in each bandpass for which we have transit
observations, we obtain the following ﬂux ratios ( f fB A):
fV=0.54, =f 0.56RC , =f 0.58IC , and fi=0.57. These ﬂux
ratios are then used to correct the observed transit depths in the
global system ﬁtting below, as in, e.g., Ciardi et al. (2015).
3.3. Stellar Models and Age
We can use the properties of KELT-22A to estimate its age
as inferred from stellar evolution models. In Figure 8, we
represent the Teff and glog of KELT-22A relative to the
predicted evolutionary track of a star with the mass and
metallicity of KELT-22A. These parameters are derived from
our global ﬁt in Section 4.2). The Yonsei-Yale models (YY; Yi
et al. 2001) are used to compute an evolutionary track for a
solar-mass star, which is a reasonable estimate of the mass of
KELT-22A as determined from our global ﬁt (see Section 4.2).
The location of KELT-22A on this evolutionary track suggests
that the star is still early in its main-sequence lifetime, and thus
its slow evolution translates to a relatively large uncertainty on
the age. Speciﬁcally, we infer an approximate age for KELT-
22A of 1.5–5.0Gyr.
Comparison to the MESA Isochrones and Stellar Tracks
(MIST) project (Choi et al. 2016; Dotter 2016) isochrones in
the analysis of Section 6.3 yields an age of 2.6 Gyr, using solar
parameters and forcing the radius and density to be that found
from the global ﬁt, in general agreement with the above
analysis. Another indication of youth is that KELT-22A
appears to have a super-solar metallicity, with [m/H]∼0.26,
which is more typical of a relatively young (disk) star.
KELT-22A has a rotation rate that is unusually high for a
star of this spectral type. This is best evidenced by its high
Figure 7. SED ﬁt for KELT-22A (black curve) and the neighboring star,
KELT-22B (cyan curve), showing the best-ﬁt stellar atmospheric models. The
red and black crosses show the photometric values and their errors for KELT-
22A and KELT-22B, respectively. These values for KELT-22A are listed in
Table 1. The blue points are the predicted integrated ﬂuxes at the corresponding
passbands for KELT-22A.
44 We note that we cannot rule out that the GALEX NUV excess originates
from the close stellar companion. However, the observed excess is also
consistent with the rapid rotation observed for KELT-22A and with the
relatively unevolved age of the star (see Section 3.3).
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 =  -v Isin 7.9 0.5 km s 1, measured from TRES spectra.
Other circumstantial evidence consistent with rapid rotation is
the NUV excess in the SED ﬁt, which is indicative of
chromospheric activity (being higher in more rapidly rotating
stars), and an ∼8 day sinusoidal signal in the KELT
photometry, which could be caused by rotational modulation
(see Section 6.2). Such rapid rotation may suggest a young star
that has not yet had time to spin down due to magnetic braking.
Another possible explanation for the rapid rotation is that tidal
interactions between the star and planet are acting (or have
acted) to spin the star up. This latter possibility is discussed
further in Section 6.3.
3.4. Location in the Galaxy, UVW Space Motion, Galactic
Population
KELT-22A is located ata = 23 36 40. 325J2000 h m s and d =J2000-  ¢ 34 36 40. 42, which corresponds to Galactic coordinates of
ℓ=3°.3 and b=−72°.3. Given the Stassun & Torres (2018)
corrected Gaia DR2 parallax of 4.3456±0.0325mas, this
implies a distance of 230.1±7.8pc, ignoring Lutz-Kelker bias
(Lutz & Kelker 1973). Therefore, KELT-22A is ∼219pc below
the Galactic plane.
The kinematics of KELT-22A in the Galaxy are even
more intriguing than its spatial location. Given the Gaia DR2
proper motions of m m =  - a d( ) (, 87.963 0.061, 8.556-)0.057 mas yr 1, the Gaia parallax, and the absolute radial
velocity as determined from the TRES spectroscopy of
-  -7.81 0.1 km s 1, we ﬁnd that KELT-22A has a three-
dimensional Galactic space motion of = - ( ) (U V W, , 69.6
0.6,-  -  -)33.9 0.3, 25.5 0.3 km s 1, where positive U is
in the direction of the Galactic center, and we have adopted
the Coşkunoǧlu et al. (2011) determination of the solar
motion with respect to the local standard of rest. These values
yield a 18.3% probability that KELT-22A is a thick-disk star,
according to the classiﬁcation scheme of Bensby et al. (2003).
This is roughly an order of magnitude larger than the
probability of any other KELT discovery being a thick-disk
star according to the criteria given in Bensby et al. (2003).
To give these kinematics additional context, we computed
the Galactic orbit of KELT-22A using the galpy45 package
(Bovy 2015). We use our knowledge of the system’s three-
dimensional spatial location and its three-dimensional Galactic
space motion, along with the “MWPotential2014” Galactic
potential (which approximately simulates that of the Milky
Way) in galpy, and compute the motion of KELT-22A through
the Galaxy from now until 2 Gyr in the future. These results are
shown in Figure 9 (with the predicted path of the Sun shown
for comparison). Figure 9 demonstrates that the Galactic orbit
of KELT-22A is eccentric (e=0.31), covers a large range in
Galactocentric distance (from 4.7–9.1 kpc from the Galactic
center), and reaches up to ∼280 pc above the Galactic
midplane. Stars of KELT-22A’s spectral type (G2V) have a
typical scale height of ~ z 123 20 pcd (Bovy 2017).
We adopt the Gaia DR2 parallax and proper motion
information, since these measurements are by far the most
precise available. Gaia DR2 includes both stellar components of
KELT-22, with parallax values that are consistent within errors,
and proper motions that are essentially the same, differing by
0.5 mas yr−1. This supports our claim that KELT-22A and
KELT-22B are two components of a bound visual binary
system. Gaia DR1 lists measurements for KELT-22A that are
consistent with DR2, but does not include KELT-22B. We note
that the Southern Proper Motion Program (SPM2; Platais et al.
1998) ﬁnds values of m m = -a d -( ) ( ), 90.3, 7.8 mas yr 1 for
KELT-22A, in agreement with Gaia DR2. However, other
catalogs list values that are signiﬁcantly smaller, including
Tycho-2 (Høg et al. 2000) and PPMX (which builds off of
Tycho-2; Röser et al. 2008). UCAC4 (Zacharias et al. 2012)
includes proper motion measurements for both KELT-22A
and its companion, listing m m =a d -( ) ( ), 43.0, 6.7 mas yr 1 andm m = -a d -( ) ( ), 113.7, 827.5 mas yr 1, respectively. We adopt
the values from Gaia DR2, and justify this choice by drawing
attention to the consistency among SPM2, UCAC2, NOMAD,
XPM, SPM4, APOP, and UCAC5.
4. Results
4.1. Light Curve Detrending and Deblending
Because KELT-22A and KELT-22B are not fully resolved in
the follow-up light curves, an aperture is placed around both
sources when extracting photometry. We must then account for
the ﬂux from KELT-22B to accurately calculate the planetary
radius. Without deblending, the planetary radius will be
signiﬁcantly underestimated. The ﬂux ratios in each bandpass
for which we have a follow-up light curve of sufﬁcient quality
are calculated in Section 3.2, and are then incorporated into the
global model. Each light curve used in the ﬁt includes airmass
as a detrending parameter.
4.2. Global Model Results
Using a modiﬁed version of EXOFAST (Eastman et al.
2013) that we hereafter refer to as MULTIFAST, we
simultaneously ﬁt the follow-up time-series photometry and
TRES RVs to properly determine the global parameters of the
KELT-22A system. MULTIFAST is an IDL-based ﬁtting tool
that runs simultaneous Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
Figure 8. Evolution of the KELT-22A system in the Kiel diagram. The red
cross represents the KELT-22A parameters from the ﬁnal global ﬁt. The black
curve represents the theoretical evolutionary track for a star with the mass and
metallicity of KELT-22A, and the gray swath represents the uncertainty on that
track based on the uncertainties in mass and metallicity. Nominal ages in Gyr
are shown as blue dots.
45 http://github.com/jobovy/galpy
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analyses to determine each parameter’s posterior probability
distribution using a Keplerian model and allowing for a linear
trend. From our analysis of the TRES spectra, we enforce a
Gaussian prior on Teff and [ ]Fe H while setting a starting point
for glog . We do not enforce a prior on glog because it is
expected to be better constrained from ﬁtting the light curves
(Seager & Mallén-Ornelas 2003; Mortier et al. 2014). The
KELT light curve (see Figure 1) is not included in the global
ﬁt, but we set Gaussian priors on TC and the period from our
analysis of the KELT data. To get these priors, we run a
MULTIFAST ﬁt on the KELT light curve using the determined
box-least squares (BLS) parameters as starting points. We use
the YY isochrones or the empirical Torres relations (Torres
et al. 2010) within the global ﬁt to constrain Rå and Må. We use
the ﬂux ratios found in Section 3.2 to correct each light curve
by accounting for the contaminating ﬂux from the stellar
companion to KELT-22A. Our implementation of MULTI-
FAST does not explicitly ﬁt for jitter terms for the TRES RV
points, but rather scales the errors to properly represent them
(as in Siverd et al. 2012). No boundaries are given to any of the
priors or ﬁtted parameters. We run separate YY and Torres
global ﬁts where the eccentricity is assumed to be zero. We also
run separate YY and Torres ﬁts where we ﬁt for the
eccentricity. The results of all four ﬁts are consistent to 1σ
and are shown in Tables 3 and 4. For the analysis and
discussion in this paper, we (somewhat arbitrarily) adopt the
YY circular ﬁt results (column two in Tables 3 and 4). The
quadratic limb-darkening parameters included in Tables 3 and
4 are derived by interpolating the Claret & Bloemen (2011)
tables with each step in glog , Teff , and [ ]Fe H , and are not
explicitly ﬁt. We do not conduct a transit timing variation
analysis, because we do not have enough high-quality
observations that capture the full event to make such an
analysis worthwhile.
5. False-positive Analysis
Many different methods were used to test various false-
positive scenarios. KELT-22A and KELT-22B are partially
resolved in our photometric follow-up observations. For the
photometric observations used in the global ﬁt, in all cases
careful placement of apertures reveals that KELT-22A does in
fact have a transit event, while no such variability is apparent in
KELT-22B. This strongly suggests that the detected photo-
metric variability is in KELT-22A, and not its companion. Our
RV data, in which the two sources are clearly resolved,
corroborate this by revealing an RV signal in KELT-22A that is
consistent with the reﬂex motion caused by a planetary orbit.
Furthermore, our AO observations reveal no additional stellar
objects, and there is nothing to suggest a second set of lines in
our TRES spectra.
Our follow-up light curves cover the V, R, I, and i’
passbands, and all show a consistent depth. EBs and blended
EBs typically produce depths that are chromatic across this
range of ﬁlters (O’Donovan et al. 2006). While the achromatic
nature of the measured transit depth in the light curves of
KELT-22A does not absolutely rule out the possibility of an
EB or blended EB, it is consistent with a planetary scenario.
To further test the planetary hypothesis, we examine the RV
bisector spans using the procedure of Buchhave et al. (2010). If
the observed variability is caused by an unresolved EB, a
correlation between the BSs and the measured RV values is
expected due to the line-proﬁle asymmetries that a blended EB
will produce through its orbital motion (Torres et al. 2004). We
ﬁnd no correlation between the RV values and the BSs (see
Figure 10), suggesting that the RV variation is caused by
genuine orbital motion of KELT-22A.
Stellar activity, such as starspots, can sometimes mimic the
signatures of exoplanets (e.g., Desort et al. 2007). However,
this effect tends to cause variability at the stellar rotation
period, which is signiﬁcantly longer than the orbital period of
KELT-22Ab (Section 6.2), and is also likely to impart
Figure 9. Galactic orbit for KELT-22 (black) and the Sun (red) over the next 2 Gyr, as calculated with the galpy code.The present locations of KELT-22 and the Sun
are indicated by purple and green star symbols, respectively.
Figure 10. Bisector spans for the TRES RV spectra for KELT-22A plotted
against the RV values. We ﬁnd no correlation between these quantities.
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correlations between the BSs and RVs, which we ﬁnd no
evidence for.
Having ruled out all of the reasonable false-positive
scenarios, we are conﬁdent that the photometric transit and
the RV variability are intrinsic to KELT-22A, and are caused
by a transiting exoplanet.
6. Discussion
6.1. Stellar Multiplicity and the Possibility of a Second Planet
The role of binarity enriches and complicates the formation
and evolution of exoplanet systems. Planetary systems are
found in various binary conﬁgurations (Ngo et al. 2016), and
even in hierarchical triple systems (e.g., Eastman et al. 2016).
Our analysis of KELT-22A and KELT-22B suggest they are
bound (Section 2.4). The discovery of KELT-22Ab adds to the
population of transiting short-period gas giants with widely
separated stellar companions.
At the projected separations of KELT-22A and KELT-22B
(~ 6. 1), which are nearly equal mass, the expected radial
velocity amplitude of the primary star in this wide binary is,
assuming the system is edge-on, ∼0.5–1 km s−1, depending on
the eccentricity of the orbit. In addition to the RV signal caused
by the orbit of KELT-22Ab, we detect a linear slope of
- -+2.06 0.910.93m s−1 day−1 in our RV data for KELT-22A at a
somewhat low signiﬁcance. The time span of the radial velocity
observations is only 80 days long and is thus a very small
fraction of the entire binary orbit. Even at its steepest, the
expected linear slope of the KELT-22A RVs caused by KELT-
22B is on the order of 10−4 m s−1 d−1, which is signiﬁcantly
smaller than the trend seen in the RVs.
Using Equation (2) of Bowler (2016) and our measured RV
trend, we ﬁnd that the tertiary mass must be at least 2.8, 11.1,
Table 3
Median Values and 68% Conﬁdence Intervals for the Physical and Orbital Parameters of the KELT-22 System
Parameter Units Value Adopted Value Value Value
(YY eccentric) (YY circular; e=0 ﬁxed) (Torres eccentric) (Torres circular;
e=0 ﬁxed)
Stellar
Parameters
Må Mass ( M ) -+1.094 0.0400.042 -+1.092 0.0410.045 1.103 0.053 -+1.104 0.0520.055
Rå Radius ( R ) -+1.097 0.0520.076 -+1.099 0.0460.079 -+1.106 0.0660.087 -+1.108 0.0550.087
Lå Luminosity ( L ) -+1.20 0.120.18 -+1.21 0.120.18 -+1.22 0.150.21 -+1.22 0.130.21
 r Density (cgs) -+1.17 0.210.19 -+1.16 0.220.16 -+1.15 0.220.21 -+1.15 0.220.17
 glog Surface gravity (cgs) -+4.396 0.0590.045 -+4.393 0.0600.039 -+4.393 0.0610.049 -+4.392 0.0610.039
Teff Effective temperature (K) -+5769 4948 -+5767 4950 -+5768 5049 5769 49
[ ]Fe H Metallicity 0.262 0.080 -+0.259 0.0830.085 0.257 0.078 -+0.256 0.0780.079
Planet
Parameters
e Eccentricity -+0.035 0.0230.028 L -+0.036 0.0230.030 L
 w Argument of periastron
(degrees)
- -+150 7254 L - -+149 7354 L
P Period (days) 1.3866531 0.0000027 1.3866529 0.0000027 -+1.3866532 0.00000280.0000027 -+1.3866529 0.00000280.0000027
a Semimajor axis (au) -+0.02509 0.000310.00032 -+0.02508 0.000320.00034 -+0.02517 0.000410.00040 -+0.02517 0.000400.00041
MP Mass (MJ) 3.53 0.18 -+3.47 0.140.15 -+3.56 0.190.20 -+3.50 0.160.17
RP Radius (RJ) -+1.282 0.0750.12 -+1.285 0.0710.12 -+1.294 0.0930.13 -+1.296 0.0810.13
rP Density (cgs) -+2.08 0.480.43 -+2.02 0.470.38 -+2.03 0.500.49 -+1.99 0.480.40
 glog P Surface gravity -
+3.725 0.0760.057 -+3.715 0.0760.051 -+3.720 0.0810.064 -+3.711 0.0780.053
Teq Equilibrium temperature (K) -+1839 4863 -+1842 4265 -+1844 5568 -+1845 4469
Θ Safronov number -+0.126 0.0110.010 -+0.1231 0.0110.0086 -+0.125 0.0120.011 -+0.1225 0.0110.0092
á ñF Incident ﬂux
(109 erg s−1 cm−2)
-+2.59 0.260.37 -+2.61 0.230.39 -+2.62 0.300.41 -+2.63 0.240.42
RV Parameters
TC Time of inferior conjunc-
tion (BJDTDB)
-+2457793.60132 0.000720.00070 -+2457793.60130 0.000720.00073 -+2457793.60132 0.000730.00070 -+2457793.60128 0.000700.00071
TP Time of periastron (BJDTDB) -+2457794.04 0.280.22 L -+2457794.05 0.280.22 L
K RV semi-amplitude (m s−1) 604 26 592 20 605 27 -+594 2019
M isinP Minimum mass (MJ) 3.53 0.18 -+3.46 0.140.15 -+3.55 0.190.20 3.49 0.16
 M MP Mass ratio 0.00308 0.00014 0.00303 0.00011 -+0.00308 0.000140.00015 0.00303 0.00011
u RM linear limb-darkening 0.6690 0.0073 -+0.6689 0.00730.0071 -+0.6687 0.00730.0072 -+0.6686 0.00740.0071
γTRES m s
−1 530 320 -+440 250240 -+530 320330 450 250
g˙ RV slope (m/s/day) - 2.4 1.2 - -+2.06 0.910.93 - 2.4 1.2 - -+2.09 0.930.95
 we cos - -+0.018 0.0210.018 L - -+0.019 0.0210.018 L
 we sin - -+0.006 0.0370.025 L - -+0.006 0.0400.026 L
 ( )f m m1, 2 Mass function (MJ) -+0.0000332 0.00000410.0000045 -+0.0000313 0.00000310.0000033 -+0.0000333 0.00000420.0000047 -+0.0000316 0.00000300.0000032
Note. The γTRES values are the offset for the arbitrary zero-point of the relative velocities that result from the choice of observation used for the template. The
planetary equilibrium temperature, Teq, was calculated assuming zero albedo and complete heat redistribution.
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280, or 1100 MJ if its semimajor axis is 0.5, 1, 5, or 10 au. The
last of these, and any farther out more massive object, is easily
ruled out as the cause of the observed RV trend by the lack of a
second set of lines in the TRES spectra and the absence of a
second source in the AO images (Section 2.4). Besides KELT-
22B at a projected distance of 6 1, there is no evidence for
another stellar companion close to KELT-22A (Section 2.4).
Additional RV measurements over a longer observational
baseline are required to either conﬁrm and reﬁne the linear RV
trend, or alleviate the need to invoke any RV trend beyond that
caused by KELT-22Ab. If this- -+2.06 0.910.93m s−1 day−1 trend is
real, it may be indicative of an additional sub-stellar body
within a few astronomical units, or a somewhat farther-out late
M-dwarf, gravitationally bound to KELT-22A.
6.2. Light-curve Frequency Analysis
During the initial candidate selection process, it was apparent
that the KELT light curve of this system displayed sinusoidal
signals with periods of around eight days. This motivated a
more targeted analysis of periodic signals (in addition to the
planetary transit). A Lomb–Scargle (LS; Press et al. 1992;
Zechmeister & Kürster 2009) analysis was performed to search
for periodic sinusoidal signals in the survey light curve, as
implemented in the VARTOOLS light curve analysis package
(Hartman 2012). The computed periodogram is shown in
Figure 11 (upper panel). We do not detect a single dominant
frequency, but rather a forest of peaks is evident with periods of
7–9 days. The top few peaks in this region are all of similar
signiﬁcance, and are well above the noise. The period, formal
false-alarm probability (FAP), and signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)
associated with these peaks are listed in Table 5. The
periodogram peaks near one day and integer fractions of one
day are aliases caused by the diurnal observing cycle of KELT.
The periodogram shown in Figure 11 is calculated from the
entire KELT light curve, and the top peak is =P d8.27630 .
The entire light curve phased to this peak is shown in the
bottom left panel of Figure 11. Signiﬁcant peaks of slightly
different periods are found when different segments of the light
curve are analyzed in this fashion. Regardless of the section of
the KELT light curve analyzed, all of the signiﬁcant peaks lie
within the forest seen between 7 and 9 days.
Table 4
Median Values and 68% Conﬁdence Interval for the Physical and Orbital Parameters of the KELT-22 System
Parameter Units Value Adopted Value Value Value
(YY eccentric) (YY circular; e=0 ﬁxed) (Torres eccentric) (Torres circular; e=0 ﬁxed)
Primary Transit
 R RP Radius of the planet in
stellar radii
-+0.1204 0.00280.0031 -+0.1203 0.00280.0032 -+0.1205 0.00290.0032 -+0.1204 0.00270.0031
a/Rå Semimajor axis in stellar
radii
-+4.92 0.320.25 -+4.91 0.330.21 -+4.90 0.340.29 -+4.89 0.340.22
i Inclination (degrees) -+86.4 2.22.3 -+86.5 2.32.2 -+86.3 2.22.4 -+86.3 2.32.4
b Impact parameter -+0.31 0.190.17 -+0.30 0.190.16 -+0.32 0.200.16 -+0.31 0.200.16
δ Transit depth -+0.01451 0.000680.00077 -+0.01448 0.000670.00078 -+0.01452 0.000680.00079 -+0.01450 0.000650.00076
TFWHM FWHM duration (days) -+0.0863 0.00170.0016 0.0862 0.0016 -+0.0863 0.00170.0016 0.0862 0.0017
τ Ingress/egress dura-
tion (days)
-+0.0116 0.00100.0023 -+0.0116 0.00100.0021 -+0.0118 0.00120.0024 -+0.0117 0.00110.0022
T14 Total duration (days) -+0.0983 0.00220.0025 -+0.0981 0.00220.0025 -+0.0984 0.00230.0026 -+0.0982 0.00230.0025
TC,0 Mid-transit time (BJDTDB) 2457261.1265 0.0013 -+2457261.1266 0.00130.0014 -+2457261.1265 0.00130.0014 2457261.1265 0.0013
TC,1 Mid-transit time (BJDTDB) -+2458048.74549 0.000830.00081 -+2458048.74546 0.000840.00078 -+2458048.74549 0.000840.00079 2458048.74542 0.00081
TC,2 Mid-transit time (BJDTDB) -+2458105.59827 0.000890.00087 -+2458105.59824 0.000900.00084 -+2458105.59828 0.000900.00085 -+2458105.59820 0.000890.00087
TC,3 Mid-transit time (BJDTDB) -+2458105.59827 0.000890.00087 -+2458105.59824 0.000900.00084 -+2458105.59828 0.000900.00085 -+2458105.59820 0.000890.00087
u1I Linear Limb-darkening -+0.2990 0.00850.0088 -+0.2988 0.00830.0087 0.2988 0.0086 -+0.2985 0.00860.0085
u2I Quadratic Limb-darkening -+0.2762 0.00400.0037 -+0.2762 0.00400.0037 -+0.2762 0.00410.0038 -+0.2764 0.00400.0038
u1R Linear Limb-darkening 0.385 0.011 0.385 0.011 0.385 0.011 0.385 0.011
u2R Quadratic Limb-darkening -+0.2739 0.00600.0054 -+0.2740 0.00590.0054 -+0.2740 0.00590.0055 -+0.2742 0.00580.0055
u Sloani1 Linear Limb-darkening -+0.3205 0.00900.0093 -+0.3202 0.00890.0093 0.3203 0.0092 0.3199 0.0091
u Sloani2 Quadratic Limb-darkening -+0.2761 0.00440.0040 -+0.2762 0.00440.0040 -+0.2761 0.00450.0040 -+0.2763 0.00430.0040
u1V Linear Limb-darkening -+0.487 0.0130.014 0.487 0.014 0.486 0.014 0.486 0.014
u2V Quadratic Limb-darkening -+0.2440 0.00890.0083 -+0.2442 0.00870.0083 -+0.2443 0.00870.0084 -+0.2446 0.00870.0083
Secondary
Eclipse
TS Time of eclipse (BJDTDB) -+2457794.278 0.0190.016 -+2457792.90798 0.000720.00073 -+2457794.278 0.0190.016 -+2457792.90796 0.000700.00071
bS Impact parameter -+0.30 0.190.15 L -+0.32 0.200.15 L
TS FWHM, FWHM duration (days) -+0.0851 0.00500.0042 L -+0.0850 0.00530.0045 L
tS Ingress/egress dura-
tion (days)
-+0.0114 0.00120.0020 L -+0.0116 0.00130.0022 L
TS,14 Total duration (days) -+0.0969 0.00590.0052 L -+0.0971 0.00640.0055 L
PS A priori non-grazing
eclipse probability
-+0.1801 0.00730.013 L -+0.1810 0.00800.014 L
PS G, A priori eclipse probability -+0.2292 0.00970.018 L -+0.230 0.0110.019 L
Note. The TC values are the times of inferior conjunction derived from the individual follow-up light curves.
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The commissioning data span 95 days, with dense time
coverage and a total of 2294 observations. The most signiﬁcant
peak from this section of the light curve is =P d7.64341 . The
commissioning data are phased to this period in the bottom
middle panel of Figure 11. Normal science operation of KELT-
South begins 612 days after the commissioning phase is
completed, and spans 1072 days with 2918 observations. An
LS periodogram is again computed for only the data taken during
normal science operation. The top LS peak for this section of the
light curve is =P 8.0552 days2 . The bottom right panel of
Figure 11 shows the normal science data phased to this period.
It is possible that these signals are associated with rotation
of KELT-22A. Starspots on the stellar surface can rotate into
and out of view, causing variation in the observed brightness
at the rotation period of the star (e.g., Evans 1971; Cargile
et al. 2014). Starspots in Sun-like stars are not permanent
features, but rather have ﬁnite lifetimes that can depend on a
number of conditions (e.g., Bradshaw & Hartigan 2014; Giles
et al. 2017). From our Sun, we can measure the solar rotation
period from sunspots, and ﬁnd that it is latitude-dependent—
that is, the Sun is differentially rotating. A frequency analysis
of a differentially rotating star with transient star spots may
be consistent with the periodogram features that we see in
KELT-22A (Reinhold et al. 2013). The NUV excess in the
SED of KELT-22A points to enhanced chromospheric
activity, which could be consistent with the magnetic activity
that star spots are correlated with. These ﬁndings are
suggestive, but are insufﬁcient to claim this as the deﬁnitive
cause of the forest of peaks in the LS periodogram. A more
detailed study is required to further address this hypothesis.
Regardless of the physical interpretation, because the light
from KELT-22A and its companion are fully blended in
KELT, we have no way to know from which source these
signals arise with the available data (although we note that
KELT-22A contributes about twice as much ﬂux to the KELT
light curve relative to KELT-22B).
Additionally, our measured v Isin and R values imply that
the stellar rotation period of KELT-22A should be ∼7.5 days
Figure 11. Top panel shows the Lomb–Scargle periodogram computed from the survey data for KELT-22. There is a forest of peaks between 7 and 9 days. The lower
row shows the photometry phased to the periods associated with the strongest LS peaks, with all observations on the left, only commissioning data in the middle, and
all of the normal science operation data on the right. The gray points show each observation, the black points show the data binned with 25 bins in phase, and the red
curve is a single-component sinusoidal ﬁt to the binned data. The peak-to-trough amplitude of the sinusoidal ﬁt is given in each of these panels.
Table 5
Periodic Signals Detected in Photometry
Period Log(FAP) SNR
(d)
P0 8.2763 −6.94 21.2
P1 7.6434 −6.64 20.7
P2 8.0552 −6.24 19.9
P3 7.8804 −5.87 19.2
Note. Table of periods detected in the light curve of KELT-22 that are possibly
associated with stellar rotation.
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(assuming  ~Isin 1), which is consistent with the forest of
peaks in the periodogram. This suggests that this signal in the
light curve is consistent with being due to the rotation of
KELT-22A, but again we cannot conﬁrm whether this is the
case with our current data.
6.3. Tidal Evolution and Irradiation History
Using the parameters derived from our global ﬁt as boundary
conditions, we simulate the past and future evolution of the
orbit of KELT-22Ab using the POET code (Penev et al. 2014),
under the assumptions of a circular orbit, no other perturbing
body, and a constant phase lag (constant tidal quality factor).
This simulation examines the changes in the semimajor axis
that arise from tidal forces acting between star and planet, and
also the changes in incident ﬂux (both due to the diminishing
semimajor axis and the increasing luminosity). The strength of
these tidal forces is often parameterized by the tidal dissipation
parameter ( ¢Q ), which is deﬁned as the tidal quality factor
divided by the love number (  ¢ ºQ Q k2). We test values from
log ¢ = –Q 6 9. Higher values of ¢Q are less dissipative, while
lower values allow tidal forces to dissipate energy quickly,
forcing more rapid changes in the system.
An irradiation threshold of~ ´2 108 erg s−1 cm−2 has been
found, above which giant planets tend to become inﬂated
(Demory & Seager 2011). KELT-22Ab is above this threshold
at present (by about a factor of ten). Our model shows that
regardless of the choice of ¢Q , KELT-22Ab has been above this
threshold throughout its entire evolutionary history (see the
upper panel of Figure 12). The planet is inﬂated, as evidenced
by its large radius ( = -+R R1.285P J0.0710.12 ). This observation is
consistent with a history of such high irradiation.
The orbital evolution of KELT-22Ab predicted by our model
depends strongly on the value of ¢Q . For lower values of ¢Q
(log ¢Q of 6 and 7) that we tested, the planet is predicted to
spiral into the star within the next few hundred Myr, while
larger values of ¢Q will allow the planet to survive for longer.
The orbital evolution calculations presented in Figure 12 (lower
panel) show that for a value of log ¢ =Q 6, which may be
appropriate for many hot Jupiter systems (Penev et al. 2018),
KELT-22Ab is moving very quickly through its semimajor
axis. This prediction means that the planet spends only a small
fraction of the stellar main-sequence lifetime in the orbit that
we observe at present. Systems like KELT-22A should then be
intrinsically rare if these tidal evolution models are reliable,
as the orbits are very quickly evolving toward engulfment
(despite the strong observational biases of transit and RV
exoplanet surveys toward hot Jupiters). Collier Cameron &
Jardine (2018), and Penev et al. (2012) years before, used this
reasoning to argue against such low values of ¢Q being typical.
However, there is still much uncertainty in this ﬁeld and
stronger observational constraints are required.
Penev et al. (2018) provided a formula to calculate ¢Q with
knowledge of the orbital period and the stellar rotation period.
If the sinusoidal signals discussed in Section 6.2 are in fact
caused by the rotation of KELT-22A (which is generally in
agreement with the spectroscopically derived v Isin ), this
gives us an estimate of the stellar rotational period. To proceed,
we assume that the most signiﬁcant peak in the periodogram
( =P 8.2763spin days) is the stellar rotation period. We use the
orbital period from the global ﬁt ( =P 1.3867orb days). We then
ﬁnd that log ¢ =Q 6.246. This calculation is not extremely
sensitive to the stellar spin period. If we instead use the shortest
signiﬁcant LS peak as the stellar rotation period, the result
is essentially the same, log ¢ =Q 6.224. This value of log
¢ ~Q 6.2 for KELT-22A is generally consistent with values for
log ¢Q calculated for dozens of hot Jupiter systems in Penev
et al. (2018), and suggests a strong coupling between the
planetary orbit and stellar rotation, where tidal forces are
causing the stellar rotation rate to increase, at the expense of a
decrease in the semimajor axis. Given the stated assumptions,
this orbital evolution model predicts that KELT-22Ab is
moving through this semimajor axis quickly and will be
consumed by its star within the next few hundred Myr.
Considering hot Jupiters in close-in orbits around Sun-like
stars (having convective envelopes and radiative cores), there is
a point where tidal dissipation forces transition from weakly to
strongly nonlinear. This transition is heavily dependent on the
semimajor axis, planetary mass, and the stellar age and internal
structure. With a small semimajor axis (a/ R =4.97) and
large planetary mass ( M3.47 J), the KELT-22A system is likely
near this boundary (Barker & Ogilvie 2010). The theoretical
calculations of Essick & Weinberg (2016) assume weakly
Figure 12. Top: evolution of the amount of ﬂux incident on KELT-22Ab,
predicted for different values of ¢Q . According to these models, for KELT-
22Ab the incident ﬂux has always been above the inﬂation irradiation threshold
of ´2 108 erg s−1 cm−2 identiﬁed by Demory & Seager (2011). Bottom:
change in semimajor axis for KELT-22Ab shown for a range of values for ¢Q .
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nonlinear tidal dissipation, and predict values of log ¢ ~Q 6.1
and an orbital decay time of t ~ 200Myr for the KELT-22A
system. This is generally in agreement with values calculated
using the methods of Penev et al. (2018) in the previous
paragraph, which also assume weakly nonlinear tidal dissipa-
tion. If instead the dynamical tide is in the strongly nonlinear
regime, Barker & Ogilvie (2010) predicted a value of log
¢ ~Q 5.6. Strongly nonlinear tides would result in relatively
rapid in-spiral of the planet.
The inferred ∼8 day spin period of KELT-22A may be
relevant to this discussion, as it is signiﬁcantly shorter than
expected given the Skumanich law for Sun-like stars. The rapid
stellar rotation may be explained by youth, or this may be a
natural consequence of tidal spin-up. These two scenarios are
not mutually exclusive, although if the tidal forces are on the
high side of the models considered here, then the orbit is
shrinking very rapidly, so the present conﬁguration likely exists
for only a very small fraction of the stellar main-sequence
lifetime, perhaps suggesting that youth is the dominant reason
for the rapid rotation.
The tidal dissipation models considered here predict rapid
orbital evolution toward smaller star-planet separation. How-
ever, the details are largely uncertain. With future transit
observations, it may be possible to directly measure the decay
of the orbit using methods similar to those applied to WASP-12
(Hebb et al. 2009; Maciejewski et al. 2016; Patra et al. 2017).
Equation (20) of Goldreich & Soter (1966) provides a formula
to calculate the rate of change of the semimajor axis from tidal
dissipation:



= = - ¢( )( )a˙dadt GaM Ra MQ92 5 P , where G is the
gravitational constant, and the other symbols are as previously
deﬁned. This expression assumes that the mass of the planet is
negligible compared to the mass of the star. We use this
equation, along with Kepler’s third law ( =˙ ˙1.5P
P
a
a
) and the
system parameters from the global ﬁt to calculate the derivative
of the orbital period. We assume a circular orbit and a constant
period derivative ( = +( ) ˙P t P Pt0 ). We then use the calculated
P˙ to ﬁnd the drift of the time of transit center with the equation
D = ˙T tc PP
1
2
2 . With ¢Q =106, we ﬁnd D ~T 19 sc for =t
10 yr, or D ~T 75 sc for =t 20 yr. These drifts are inversely
proportional to ¢Q . Continued observations of KELT-22A may
eventually be used to directly measure DTc. In this context the
KELT-22A system is an excellent candidate to directly test
theories that describe the tidal interactions between hot Jupiters
with Sun-like hosts.
6.4. Predictions for Measuring Spin–Orbit Misalignment
With  = v Isin 7.9 0.5 km s−1, KELT-22A is rotating
relatively rapidly for an early G star. It is thus a good target for
measurement of the angle between the planetary orbit and the
stellar spin axis via the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect or Doppler
tomography. Based upon the system parameters and the
formulae of Gaudi & Winn (2007), we estimate that KELT-
22Ab should have a Rossiter-McLaughlin semi-amplitude of
∼120 m s−1. This large value is thanks to the relatively large
v Isin and transit depth. This should be easily measurable for a
V=11.1 star like KELT-22A, even with the relatively short
2.4 hr transit duration. This will be interesting in light of the
bound stellar companion, and also the possibility of an
Figure 13. Plots showing stellar metallicity, planetary density, and planetary radius vs. planetary mass for known transiting exoplanets with K10 (top row and
bottom left panel). In this brightness regime, KELT-22Ab is among the most massive and has a somewhat high bulk density, with a metal-rich host.The bottom right
panel shows planet mass vs. semimajor axis divided by stellar radius for all known transiting planets having a host star with <T 6250eff K (i.e., being below the Kraft
break and likely having a convective envelope), with the symbol color scaled with the host star V-band magnitude. Bright stars that host transiting massive planets at
small a/ R are well suited for studying the effects of tidal interactions between stars and planet. Data are from TEPCat (Southworth 2011), accessed on 2018
February 18.
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additional, possibly sub-stellar, companion. Such observations
serve to test the proposed mechanisms that could generate
misaligned hot Jupiters that rely on the presence of an
additional object in the system (e.g., Fabrycky & Tremaine
2007; Naoz et al. 2013). This (mis-)alignment may also be
relevant in the tidal interactions between star and planet.
6.5. Comparative Planetology
Many factors inﬂuence the formation of planetary systems.
Among these are stellar multiplicity and metallicity. With the
bound stellar companion and a metal-rich composition, KELT-
22A further ﬁlls in this parameter space, with a host star bright
enough for detailed characterization studies (see Figure 13).
The metallicity, density, and radius of known transiting
exoplanets (including KELT-22Ab) are plotted against mass in
Figure 13.
If our models of the tidal forces between star and planet are
even approximately correct, then KELT-22Ab is rapidly
moving through this stage in its orbital evolution, and provides
a valuable opportunity to constrain the behavior of tides in such
systems. In particular, the small semimajor axis, large planetary
mass, brightness of the host star, and structure of the host star
(i.e., likely having a radiative core and a convective envelope)
make this a prime system for studying tidal interactions
between star and planet (see the bottom right panel in
Figure 13). The hint of a third (possibly non-stellar) body in
this system (as implied by the linear RV slope), the likely
young age, and the very peculiar space motion through the
Galaxy, motivate further study.
7. Conclusion and Future Work
We present the discovery of KELT-22Ab, a hot Jupiter
transiting the bright V=11.1, K=10.0 Sun-like G2 star TYC
7518-468-1. The planet is massive ( = -+M M3.47P J0.140.15 ), large
( = -+R R1.285P J0.0710.12 ), and on a short 1.39 day orbital period.
KELT-22A is metal-rich ([m/H]=0.26) and has an unusually
high space velocity, with excursions up to ∼280 pc out of the
galactic plane. KELT-22A rotates relatively rapidly for a main-
sequence G2 star, with v Isin =7.9±0.5 km s−1, and with
photometric hints of a rotational period of ∼8 days. Models
that simulate the tidal interactions between star and planet
predict that tidal forces are spinning up the star, with the
consequence that the planet is losing orbital angular momen-
tum, perhaps causing it to spiral into the star within the next
few hundred Myr. Continued photometric observations of the
transit can be used to measure or constrain the system’s orbital
evolution. The brightness and relatively rapid rotation of
KELT-22A and large transit depth make this an excellent
candidate for measuring the spin–orbit alignment through
either the Rossiter-McLaughlin effect or Doppler tomography.
A linear trend in RV measurements hints at the possibility of a
third body in the system (in addition to the widely separated
binary companion). Future RV monitoring of the KELT-22A
system is therefore warranted to either conﬁrm or rule out this
trend.
During the completion of this paper, we became aware of an
independent discovery of this planetary system by the Super-
WASP survey (WASP-173b; Hellier et al. 2019). Since the
data we present in this paper were collected independently and
the analysis was performed before the announcement of
WASP-173b, we have chosen to discuss our ﬁndings as an
independent discovery of this planet, and we refer to it here as
KELT-22Ab. However, we acknowledge the prior announce-
ment of it as WASP-173b.
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